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Homework Questions

Topic 20 Genetic and Evolutionary
Algorithms

These will be population MHS inspired
by evolution Unlike PSO Firefly Cuckoo
the solution candidates don't need to
represent points in space These will
work with any kind of space continuous
or discrete

First group evolutionary strategies
we just do some tweaks to all of
the things in our population and keep
the best ones



In D.IE
thw sere.sattwwhweethen

keep the bestir of those 7 and
throw the rest away
Repeat

Pseudocodei

pop _In random solutions
while True
best best solution we've ever

seen
nextgen E
for Sol in pop
repeat Her times
new soI tweakGol
next gen append new sol

Len next gen is now A
pop µ best things in next gen

It's possible that nothing in next gen
is as good as the best thing in pop



µ 1 always throws away their
parents even if they were better
than the 7 children

Variant att Evolution Strategy

In this variant we start with µ
parents generate a children then
we pick the best µ solutions out
of their t 7 parents and children
together

E 10 50
10 parents 50 children pick 10 best

out of 60

Pseudocode

pop_Eee random solutions
while True
best best solution we've ever

seen
nextgen E
for Sol in pop
repeat Her times



new Sol tweakGol
next gen append new sol

Len next gen is now A
pop µ best things in next gen

or pop combined

M X more explorative
att more exploitative 2

good solutions tend to stick
around larger

It is common to use these in conjunction
with a tweak function whose intensity
can be dialed up or down to find
a good balance between exploration
and exploitation

One Fifth Rule One nth Rule
Aiming for about 45 of the
children to be better than their
parents
If more too much exploitation dial



up exploration with bigger tweaks
If less too much exploration dial
down exploration with smaller tweaks

Examples continuous functions
Gaussian walk bigger or smaller

standard deviation
TSP k opt with smaller or

larger k

Genetocalgarithir

Tied for the most famous MH w
simulated Annealing

Adds one critical idea to the Errol
Stats we just saw crossover
Single parents can create children with
a tweak terminology mutation
Two parents can combine to produce
one or more offspring that some
qualities from each parent



BigIdea Start with a population of
M solutions To form the next generation
we'll pick two solutions to be parents
then cross them over to farm children
Each child is given some probability
of mutating

Do this a bunch of times with the
er parents Now you have a bunch of
children Pick the best ones and they
become the next generation

Pseudocopop
In random solutions

while True
best best thing you've ever seen
next gen Twhile lentnext gen c 7
select two parents R R m pop
cross them over to get some children
allow each child to mutate with
some probability

add to next gen



pop bestir of next gen


